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Welcome to the
Winners Supplement
for The Loyalty
Awards 2013
In this our second year, there are even more entries, more attendees on the night, and we
have all taken part in a fantastic celebration of a very important concept.
The winning entries in this year’s Loyalty Awards are
testament to the fact that the loyalty industry is more
than capable of meeting the very testing challenge of
communicating, interacting, exciting and developing
relationships with customers. And those people who
have contributed to the successes shown in this Winners
Supplement deserve the recognition they have been given.

Congratulations to each
and every winner!
Shortlist

Prime Sponsor

Category Sponsors

Annich McIntosh, editor
amcintosh@cm-media.net
Shortlist

Diamond Sponsor
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Best Use of CRM in a Loyalty
Environment

Best Customer Service in a Loyalty
Programme

WINNER

WINNER

L’Occitane
Russia

Turkcell
Turkey

For over 35 years French
company L’Occitane has
offered natural beauty
products dedicated to wellbeing, drawing inspiration
from the Mediterranean
art-de-vivre and Provençal
traditions. The products
are rich in natural active
ingredients and essential
oils, often organic and always of controlled origin. In the beauty
sector, where many factors matter – age, skin type, hair length,
favorite colour, allergies and lifestyle to mention but a few –
customer relationship management is crucial which is why
the company has invested in new Comarch IT tools in order
to refine its CRM strategy to create one of the most advanced
loyalty programs in Russia with several hundred thousand active
members. The effect has been replacement of mass marketing
by personalised and event-triggered communications for
existing customers and an enhanced welcome approach for new
customers designed to build long-term relationships. In addition
to reducing communications costs by 30%, Customers are also
now much more responsive to newsletter communications and
are showing very low unsubscribe rates. Part of the strategy is
designed to convince customers who have never bought some
product categories to try them and use them on regular basis.
Over half of the company’s customers now buy in excess of 7
product categories and in 4 leading categories the company has
seen double digit annual sales growth.

Turkcell has a special
loyalty programme for
its 5.2 million young
customers in Turkey. The
programme includes
special discounts, brand
co-operations, free
events and concerts
however it has not
historically differentiated
youth preferences when it came to customer service. Market
research showed that young customers wanted to interface
with “someone like them to understand them better”. It also
recognised that young customers like typing instead of talking
on the phone and simplicity is one of the most important things
for them. The Gencaver programme offers customer service with
live agents via sms, web chat and social media. The programme
promises that “you have friend at Turkcell, 7/24 ready to help you.
She/he is the same age, is also a student, likes social media and
meeting with friends like you.” This customer service innovation
has helped gain market share, increase customer satisfaction and
has brought huge cost advantages. Complaints have decreased
by 10% and customer satisfaction increased by 15%. From surveys,
the satisfaction from Gencaver has the highest score among
other customer service channels (4.3 out of 5, while the call
centre has 3.8). The recommendation ratio of Gencaver is 4.4 out
of 5 i.e. 90% of the customers who used the service tell them
that they would recommend it to a friend. The number of the
youth calls in call centre have decreased by 11% - 70,000 calls per
month. Turkcell’s market share in youth segment has increased
from 46% to 49%.

Shortlist

Shortlist

Gencaver

New CRM strategy and platforms

Air Miles Espana Spain

Dulux Decorator Centres

Air Miles Espana Spain

Air Miles Middle East UAE

Flora pro.activ

Avios

L’Occitane Russia

AXA-PPP

Nationwide Building
Society

Daisy

Selecting the best

Why customer loyalty is blooming
for Daisy

SUBWAY

Turkcell Turkey

The Travel Club Effect

A rewarding 2013 on Air Miles
campaign

Asda and LaSer UK

Asda Money Credit Card

Boots

Boots and Clinique deliver long
term loyalty

Diners Club Greece

Managing rewards programmes
in difficult times

CRM Mailing Solution

Cholesterol lowering programme
New CRM strategy and platforms

The SUBCARD 2012 Loyalty
programme

Picking Points

Avios UK Contact Centre
Leading the way to better health

Gencaver

4 WINNERS SUPPLEMENT

Best Loyalty Industry Innovation

Best Corporate Social Responsibility
Initiative linked to Loyalty

WINNER

WINNER

PointsPay

My School/My Village/My Planet
South Africa

A global loyalty wallet and payments solution

Doing good is good business

MySchool
MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet

PointsPay is the industry’s first
redemption solution that enables
loyalty programme members to pay for
anything, anywhere and at any time
using points and miles from a variety
of different programmes. LoyLogic’s
Pay with points. It s that simple.
product is the world’s first mobile wallet
to allow payment with loyalty currencies
at over 32 million merchants worldwide
with no requirement for Point of Sale
integration. The PointsPay solution
provides loyalty program members with
the ultimate flexibility and convenience when redeeming loyalty
benefits, a customer need that was revealed in a market survey
conducted by Loylogic in 2012 among 1,500 members of over 50
loyalty programmes worldwide. PointsPay brings a new, virtual
currency to merchant points of sale all over the world and helps
participating loyalty programmes to boost member engagement
and overall programme satisfaction. In the first 4 months of
operation more than 14,000 users joined PointsPay and there
were transactions in over 70 countries worldwide, at over 2,500
different merchants. Through 7,000 transactions approximately 70
million miles were redeemed for the launch partner Etihad Airways’
programme Etihad Guest. Loylogic is proud to have brought the
first, truly global mobile payment technology to market and in the
process of expanding operations so as to be the loyalty and virtual
currency partner of various digital wallets currently being developed
by the leaders in the payments and telecom industries.
The ultimate reward experience at any point-of-sale.

Use your points or miles anytime and anywhere with PointsPay®
Are you a consumer?

• Shop online with your Virtual Card

Do you run a rewards program?

Available on

• More online rewards than ever before

global in-store reward solution

• Shop in-store with your Plastic Card

•

• Multi-program wallet

• Global plastic card distribution service

• 2-click payment process

• Rich segmentation capabilities

• Accepted at 30 million Points-of-sale

• Increased program currency relevance

• Over 150 world currencies supported

• Transaction dashboard

• Safer than your traditional wallet

• Easy to integrate with your program

www.pointspay.com

Join PointsPay®

Highly Commended

The MySchool/MyVillage/
MyPlanet programme is
a both a multi-partner
loyalty programme and a
CSR initiative. Customers
get a free MySchool card
and select the beneficiary
they want to support (e.g.
a local school, charity or environmental programme). Every time
the card is swiped at a partner store a percentage of up to 5% of
the purchase value is donated, on the customer’s behalf, to their
beneficiary. Funds are paid to schools and charities every month
and the programme has donated approximately £17.4 million since
the programme’s inception in 1999. Growth in supporters numbers
had slowed after previous growth spurts in 2007 (with the launch
of MyVillage and MyPlanet as beneficiary options) and in 2010
(with the launch of additional instant rewards for cardholders at
the programme’s biggest retail partner, Woolworths). However
during 2012 the programme managed to grow a very mature
support base by a net 100,000 new active cardholders (compared
to an increase of 60,000 the previous year) to reach more than
700,000 active cardholders. Over the same period the programme
also signed up 136 new beneficiary organisations and increased
the value of funds raised by 23% year on year (ahead of average
annual business growth of 13%) during a very slow year for the
South African economy.

Sponsor:

Orange

Fun Finder: the new loyalty programme
powered by Last Second Tickets

Shortlist
Allianz Austria

Allianz Bonus Klub

American Express
Sync on foursquare

Beintoo

Mobile Loyalty Platform

BP Turkey

BP Promo Screen

Etihad Airways

Etihad Guest members enjoy
spending miles anywhere, anytime

MasterCard

MasterCard Rewards Programme

Shortlist
Monsoon and Ikano

The UK’s first branded fashion
retailer loyalty app

Nectar

Nectar Mobile: where online and
offline loyalty meet

Orange

Fun Finder: the new loyalty
programme powered by Last
Second Tickets

PointsPay

A global loyalty wallet and
payments solution

AXA-PPP

Leading the way to better CSR

Conad Italy

Smurfs for kids and computers for
schools

COOP Italy Italy
Save the Planet

My School/My Village/
My Planet and Woolworths
South Africa
A smile for life is the best
Christmas gift

My School/My Village/My
Planet South Africa
Doing good is good business

Pets at Home

Charity linked VIP Rewards
Programme

Plus Netherlands
Long term loyalty

Turkcell Turkey

Turkey’s Money-Box for Van
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Best B2B Loyalty Programme

Best Use of Technology in a Loyalty
Programme

WINNER

WINNER

Nectar

Orange

Launched in 2005 as the first UK
B2B coalition loyalty programme,
Nectar Business allows small
and medium sized enterprises
to collect Nectar points on their
business expenditure with
partners including; Viking, Dulux
Decorator Centres, Brakes, BOC
and DHL Express. For small
business owners the programme
offers the opportunity to get more
for their business expenditure
by accumulating Nectar points
on business purchases they are
already making which can be
reinvested back in to their business or simply earned as a reward
for themselves or their colleagues. For partners, participation in the
programme allows them to retain, grow and acquire customers
profitably with proven return on investment (ROI). In a crowded,
cost sensitive market place, Nectar Business provides partners
with a point of difference, which resonates with the small business
community which is typically constrained by tighter budgets. During
2012 Nectar Business refreshed its proposition, driving deeper
engagement with partners by providing a cost efficient business
tool to drive profit for their business with a view to increasing
programme generosity and delivering more value for its Nectar
Business customers. Nectar’s October 2012 brand tracker identified
Nectar Business as the best known and most used loyalty scheme
in the B2B loyalty market place. This market leading position
demonstrates the meaningful value Nectar Business has delivered
to collectors and partners.

Fun Finder was introduced
in March 2012 and provides
Orange customers with heavily
discounted tickets to live events
from over 10,000 venues across
the UK including Music, Sports,
Theatre, Family, Comedy and
Festivals. Since launch, Fun Finder
has engaged with over 1.4M
customers who have provided
information about their event
preferences. It then matched
events with those interests, in
the correct geographical area
and sent an SMS message or message to their mobile App, to
alert them of that event. Customers then view the event via the
mobile internet and can purchase tickets in three simple clicks.
Four significant technical challenges were overcome to launch this
service: Accessing unsold ticket inventory - the first technology
platform to act as agnostic middleware between the 8 main ticket
listing platforms; Identifying the correct customers - rapidly and
dynamically identifying small pockets of customers targeted
for individual messaging who have an interest in that specific
event and are in the appropriate geographical area; Sophisticated
messaging - small bursts of messaging every 4 hours looped back
to real-time sales results; and Automated throttling - messaging
volumes automatically increases or decreases dependent on the
number of tickets remaining against the given timeline. Revenues
are maximised through dynamic pricing, and communication
channel selection.

Shortlist

Shortlist

Nectar Business

AXA-PPP

Health insurance renewals
through intermediaries

Baxi

Fun Finder: the new loyalty programme
powered by Last Second Tickets

InterContinental Hotels
Group
BusinessClub Win a Million
Campaign

Alpha Bank Greece
An Overnight Success

Avios

MotoNovo Finance

Avios UK Multimedia Customer
Service

DHL Altitude delivers on loyalty
through incentives

Nectar

Baxi works – an on-line reward
and community portal

Ergo Insurance Turkey

Wolseley

Baxi works – an on-line reward
and community portal

DHL

Ergo Stars

Motorv8 Rewards Prepaid Visa
Card
Nectar Business
eXtra – a trade incentive reward
scheme

Baxi

Beintoo

Innovative Loyalty and
Gamification Software

COOP Italy Italy
Save the Planet

Etihad Airways

Etihad Guest members enjoy
spending miles anywhere, anytime

Monsoon and Ikano

The UK’s first branded fashion
retailer loyalty app

Nectar

Nectar Mobile: using technology
to strengthen customer loyalty

Orange

Fun Finder: the new loyalty
programme powered by Last
Second Tickets
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Best Use of Communications in a
Loyalty Programme

Best Use of Social Media to Enhance
Loyalty

WINNER

WINNER

British Airways

Turkcell
Turkey

Executive Club
Mosaic Acquisition

Ambassadors

In November 2011, British Airways relaunched their loyalty programme, the
Executive Club, with a new positioning,
new product features and a new look
& feel.
To enhance the benefits from this
substantial investment the company
specifically focused on member
acquisition throughout 2012. To
overcome a misconception that frequent
flyer programmes are only for frequent
flyers, they used behavioural economics and the science of social
proofing to prove that the Executive Club is designed for all types
of travellers. By combining statistics about how members use
the Club with mosaic imagery made from more than 50,000
photographs that they submitted of themselves. Email, airport
posters, leaflets, digital posters, digital display and on-board media
all drove prospects to a landing page on ba.com.This page further
supported the campaign with a member mosaic map of the world.
As you rolled over the mosaic, each photo expanded to reveal that
member’s reason for joining. The programme effectively turned
members into advocates of the Club and supported the company’s
social proofing strategy. In the first 10 months following launch,
the programme increased acquisition by 4.72% vs the previous
year, recruiting an additional 42,913 members. This equates
to potentially £33M of projected incremental revenue and a
campaign return on investment of over 50:1.

Highly Commended
Avios

Turkell operate the largest youth
loyalty club in Turkey. Both their
GSM and non-GSM offers are
tailored towards meeting the
needs of their young consumers.
Due to high price-sensitivity
in the market, in order to
differentiate themselves and
sustain their market share they decided to focus on strengthening
engagement and brand loyalty. Turkish youth values sincerity in
brand communication so Turckcell organised the election of 5
ambassadors, who became representatives for their entire youth
market at the centre of all their communications. During the 3-week
election campaign Turkcell created a platform on Facebook where
data from 7 different social media channels was consolidated. After
the ambassadors were elected from among 17,000 candidates
based on more than 500,000 votes, they were placed into the
centre of their marketing and loyalty programmes using input and
insights acquired from them. The ambassadors used their own
social media accounts in addition to pages Turckcell created on our
brand website, which allowed them to interact with consumers on
a daily basis. Thousands of comments were received over the course
of a year, which enabled the organisation to better understand
their youth segment and create tailor-made solutions. One of the
most important aspect of the ambassadors was that they were
real. They appeared as the faces of all campaigns and at all Turckcell
youth events and they were able to communicate with other young
consumers on a one-to-one level through social media and live
interactions. After implementing Ambassadors, all youth campaigns
scored at the top percentile in relation to Brand Awareness and
Persuasion scores according to the Milward Brown Link Test model.

Launch and brand transition campaign

Shortlist
Avios

6 Day Flight Sale

Avios

Launch and brand transition
campaign

British Airways

Executive Club Mosaic Acquisition

Carlson Rezidor

Club Carlson gifts unwrap
engagement for members

COOP Italy Italy
Save the Planet

Shortlist
InterContinental
Hotels Group

BusinessClub Win a Million
Campaign

Nectar

Air Miles Middle East UAE
11th Birthday Campaign

AXA-PPP Healthcare

Leading the way to better health

Cheers for 10 years – Nectar’s 10th
birthday campaign

C1000 Netherlands

Nectar

Carlson Rezidor

Don’t look a gift horse in the mouth

Orange

Fun Finder: the new loyalty
programme powered by Last
Second Tickets

Wolseley

eXtra – a trade incentive reward
scheme

Groovy Gogo’s

Club Carlson gifts unwrap
engagement for members

life:) Belarus

my life:) Subscribers Club

Skrill

Facebook as a Communication
and Brand Platform

TCC

TCC & Smart Shoppers

Turkcell Turkey
Ambassadors
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Best Loyalty Programme of the Year:
Retail – Food

Best Loyalty Programme of the Year:
Retail – Non-Food

WINNER

WINNER

SUBWAY

BP Turkey

The SUBCARD 2012
Loyalty programme

BP Club Card Programme

SUBWAY are a significant
player in the Quick
Service Restaurant
sector, selling a range
of fresh-tasting Sub
sandwiches & snacks.
By the end of 2011, their
SUBCARD programme in
the UK had become one
of the largest card based
loyalty programmes in
the UK with more than 5 million active SUBCARD accounts and
in excess of 1 million registered cardholders of whom the vast
majority had opted-in for other communications. From January
2012 they set about using their points-based loyalty card – the
SUBCARD – to deliver objectives including a 10% uplift in sales
and visits and a 3% increase in customers using a SUBCARD. To
do this they combined eCRM communications with a further set
of behavioural, trigger-based communications (i.e. if customers
earned enough points for a free Sub) or if they had lapsed
together with non-segmented tactical offers that worked as a
complementary way of driving store footfall. The results speak
for themselves: they more than doubled the objective of a 10%
increase in sales and visits to 26% and more than doubled the
objective of a 3% increase in SUBCARD penetration to 8%. In
addition they delivered a 13% increase in spend per customer,
reactivated 11.5% of lapsed customers and delivered a £6.6
million increase in sales in 2012 overall.
Sponsor:

Shortlist
C1000 Netherlands
Groovy Gogo’s

COOP Italy Italy
Save the Planet

Dansk Denmark

Shopper cookware promotion

East of England
Co-operative Society

Italian glassware promotion

Edeka Germany

Euro 2012 Smurf Figurines

Metro Russia Russia
Cash & Carry

In 2003, one of the world’s
first mobile airtime marketing
campaigns was created and
launched in Turkey by the Ketchup
Loyalty Agency in order to
communicate with BP’s customers.
The campaign results were
extremely successful and led the
way for the launch of BP Diesel
Card & BP LPG Card Programmes.
After taking into account the
preferences of the target market,
BP and Ketchup designed a
points-based loyalty programme
to attract more customers and reward them with non-fuel rewards,
ranging from brand name merchandise to luxury vacation packages.
The card rapidly became one of the most successful loyalty
programmes in Turkey but from the date of EMRA’s (the Republic of
Turkey Energy Market Regulatory Authority) decision prohibiting
all non-fuel promotions, the BP Club Card Loyalty Programme was
redesigned to provide immediate and on-going fuel price reductions
rather than non-fuel rewards. BP and Ketchup have used the data
created by the BP Club Card transactions effectively by applying the
latest technologies to track member behaviour and preferences.
Micro campaigns targeting loyal customers in small districts or
highly visited stations are the best examples. Furthermore, BP Club
continued its partnership with other brands in line with EMRA
regulations and launched successful campaigns with external
brands to acquire new Club Card members and offer new benefits
to the Club members.

Shortlist
Narvesen Latvia

Applegreen Ireland

Pick ‘n Pay South Africa

BP Turkey

Angry Birds shopper loyalty
programme
Smart shopper rewards
programme

REWE Germany

Euro 2012 Trading Card Collection

SUBWAY

The SUBCARD 2012 Loyalty
programme

We’ve truckloads of big treats and
little thanks
BP Club Card Programme

House of Fraser

Recognition – the UK’s premier
nationwide department store
reward programme

My School/My Village/My
Planet and Woolworths
South Africa
A smile for life in the best
Christmas gift

njoy tasty
vings with
ur coupon
inside
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Best Loyalty Programme of the Year:
FMCG

Best Loyalty Programme of the Year:
Travel and Entertainment

WINNER

WINNER
Need Flora
logo to go
here

Flora pro.activ

Cholesterol lowering programme

Flora pro.activ, a Unilever
75%
product,
contains
Lowering your cholesterol is
easier than you think.
ingredients which actively
You can take their word for it.
lower cholesterol. With
the assistance of Aimia,
Unilever analysed Nectar
card data to identify those
More
customers who were
purchasing Flora pro.
activ products to determine whether they were consuming the
recommended levels they needed to ensure that they were getting
the full benefits of the product. They then used this analysis to
create a segmentation which grouped customers of cholesterol
lowering products into deciles who could be offered Coupons at Till
at Sainsbury’s branches based on their Nectar card. Prospects were
then targeted based on where they fell within this segmentation.
The educational message was reinforced with a Direct Mail offer
three months after the Coupon at Till to Flora pro.activ prospects,
lapsers and low current spenders of Flora pro.activ customers. The
Direct Mail included a coupon to drive customers to Sainsbury’s, a
letter from Sainsbury’s Loyalty Director endorsing the product and
a more detailed explanation of the health benefits of the product.
The programme produced substantial incremental sales and
increased loyalty amongst existing customers.
Actively lowers
cholesterol.

Baltic Miles

Building a world-class loyalty
programme together with
our customers

SAVE

Return address: Nectar, Clipper Boulevard East, Edison’s Park, Crossways, Dartford, DA2 6QB. Registered address: Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd,
33 Holborn, London, EC1N 2HT. Do we have your details correct? If not, please notify Nectar by visiting nectar.com or calling 0844 811 0 811.
Calls cost a maximum of 5p per minute from a BT landline. Calls from mobiles and other networks may vary; please check with your service provider.
27678/SM/0312

When you have finished with
this leaflet please recycle it

This leaflet is printed
on 75% recycled paper

when you purchase any Flora pro.activ
mini drinks or 500g spread

Mrs A Sample
Sample Address Line 1
Sample Address Line 2
Sample Address Line 3
Address Line 4
Address Line 5
Address Line 6
Address Line 7
Postcode
123 code

Savings.
Rewards.
Choice.

Ann Blackburn, 49

Ted Skone, 70

Sheila Robson, 59

BalticMiles is a fast growing
coalition loyalty program based
in Northern and Eastern Europe.
It has proven to be a great model
of managing both customer
and shareholder expectations. It
successfully integrated crowdsourcing into its growth strategy
during 2012 becoming world’s
first travel loyalty program to allow its members to determine
their own privileges. The campaign based on members’ ideas
received very high engagement rates - up to 53% e-mails opened
among the top 20% most active program members - as well as
resulting in a significant increase in number of transactions with
the card - 5% of the most active members multiplied their number
of points earned by 350% as a result of the campaign that they had
themselves co-created. During 2012 BalticMiles nearly doubled the
number of merchant outlets where its members can earn points
and the programme currently works with 205 partner businesses
offering its members the opportunity to earn rewards with a single
card at partners ranging from global brands such as Hilton and
AVIS, to small upscale delighters like trendy restaurants, boutique
shops, professional dancing classes and many more. All in all there
are almost 20,000 locations worldwide where members can earn
Points. At the same time as increasing its partner count by 57% to
establish itself as a stronger coalition proposition, the programme
grew non-airline revenue by 36%.

50p off

Mr AB Sample
Valid instore only at Sainsbury’s.
Only to be used with your
Nectar card.

Valid until 14.05.12

More savings. More rewards.

Highly Commended
Finish

Yahoo Customer Connect

Shortlist
Boots

Boots and Clinique deliver long
term loyalty

Casa Modena
Italy

Giramondo con Giravolte

Shortlist
Cow & Gate

Air Miles Espana Spain

British Airways

Finish

Air Miles Middle East UAE

Carlson Rezidor

Al Hokhair Group
Saudi Arabia

Etihad Airways

Baltic Miles

InterContinental Hotels
Group

Growing up milk - trigger
Yahoo Customer Connect

Flora pro.activ

Cholesterol lowering programme

Picking Points

A rewarding 2013 on Air Miles
campaign

Hayakom Loyalty Program
Building a world-class loyalty
programme together with our
customers

Beefeater

Beefeater Grill Reward Club

Executive Club

Club Carlson gifts unwrap
engagement for members
Etihad Guest offers its members
an unmatched loyalty proposition

BusinessClub Win a Million
Campaign

Virgin Atlantic

Virgin Atlantic Flying Club
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Best Loyalty Programme of the Year:
Financial Services

Best Loyalty Programme of the Year:
Mobile

WINNER

WINNER

American Express

O2

In the middle of 2012 American
Express launched a unique
partnership with foursquare
enabling their cardmembers to
unlock location-based offers from a host of high street brands
and then redeem them effortlessly without the need to present
any voice codes or even show their mobile device. Savings are
automatically credited to the Cardmembers American Express
account within 3 – 5 days ensuring a completely frictionless
transaction for both buyers and sellers.

Operating in one of the
most competitive mobile
communications markets
in the world, O2 worked
with Cherry London to
develop Priority Moments,
an innovative mobile
loyalty program that
uses real time insight
and targeting, to offer O2
customers unique experiences and exclusive rewards from brands
they love via their mobile phones (app, mobile web, online and
MMS/ SMS), based on their interests, behaviour and geo-location.
The programme finds out what really matters to customers, such
as their favourite brands, the times when they need a boost, as
well as identifying the moments in their relationship with O2
when their attitude shifts and the risk of churn increases. By
then segmenting customers based on value (tenure and spend),
the programme offers a tiered reward structure and a targeted
approach based on value: Extraordinary Moments; Extraordinary
Offers; Headline Moments and Thank-Yous. Each reward
performed a function e.g. drive everyday engagement, reward,
acquire or re-activate a lapsed user, or increase overall satisfaction
with O2. During 2012, registrants of Priority Moments increased by
over 100% making it one of the UK’s most successful and fastest
growing loyalty programs. And the results speak for themselves:
1+ billion offers viewed to date, 75 offers viewed every second, five
Priority Moments redeemed per minute, 30 % active usage and a
total saving across all O2 customers of £25m.

Sync on foursquare

Priority Moments

With this innovative development American Express has turned
the foursquare check-ins into commerce by connecting merchants
to cardholders and delivering real value to both. Merchant partners
benefit by reaching more customers from American Express’s
typically high spending customer base but also easily and effectively
measure the success of their location based marketing efforts due
to the efficiency of American Express information systems.
American Express is actively working in the social media space to
engage with cardmembers so that they are able to realise the full
value of syncing their American Express account with foursquare. In
just the first 3 months card members were able to realise £150,000
of savings with a 91% redemption rate showing the relevance of
content delivered. Three quarters of those who synced were in the
25–45 age band with the vast majority being in the 25–35 banding.
This development is part of American Express’s strategy to digitise
core assets and securely connect its cardmembers and merchant
partners through social technology delivering added value to both
and enhanced loyalty.
Sponsor:

Shortlist
Asda and LaSer UK

Asda Money Credit Card

Allianz Austria

Allianz Bonus Klub

American Express
Sync on foursquare

Barclaycard

Freedom Rewards card launch

Diners Club Greece

Managing rewards programmes
in difficult times

MotoNovo Finance

Motorv8 Rewards Prepaid Visa Card

Shortlist
Nationwide Building
Society
Selecting the best

PrivatBank Ukraine

MasterCard Rewards Programme
for World MasterCard cards

Royal Bank of Scotland
Group
Your Points

Skrill

VIP Loyalty Club

Beintoo

Mobile Loyalty Platform

Cable & Wireless
Seychelles
Cable Points

life:) Belarus

My Life Subscribers Club

Neqaty Saudi Arabia

Mobili Neqaty Loyalty Programme

O2

Priority Moments

Ooredoo Qatar

Nojoom Customer Reward
Programme

Orange

Fun Finder: the new loyalty
programme powered by Last
Second Tickets

Turkcell Turkey
Agromed

Turkcell Turkey

Turkcell’liler Yasadi

Turkcell Turkey
Yellow Box

10 WINNERS SUPPLEMENT

Best Card Based Loyalty Programme

Best Coupon or Voucher Based
Loyalty Programme

WINNER

WINNER

Nectar

Jaeger and Ikano

In September 2012 the UK’s
largest loyalty programme Nectar
celebrated its 10th birthday, at the
end of a year operating within a
difficult economic climate during
which the programme went
from strength to strength with a
record 19 million active collectors,
customer satisfaction at its highest
ever and a Net Promoter Score
that grew 53% to +28 in the year to
November 2012. During 2012, Nectar
aimed to achieve the following
objectives: renew all existing
client partnerships up for review, engage customers through
a campaign to celebrate its 10th birthday and strengthen its
proposition through the launch of significant new partnerships.
The first objective was achieved through the renewal of every
partnership up for review in 2012 which included anchor partners
Sainsbury’s and BP along with American Express, Ford, Vision
Express, Viking and Brakes. The ‘Cheers for 10 years’ campaign
to celebrate its 10th birthday thanked cardholders through a
multi-channel, multi-partner marketing campaign which aimed
to increase customers’ engagement by boosting their points
balances, whilst at the same time delivering commercial benefits
to partners. Finally to recognise the shift in how customers are
shopping online, Nectar launched a strategic new partnership
with the UK’s largest online marketplace, eBay, on 15th October
2012. Within the first three months of the partnership more than
two million Nectar accounts were linked with eBay.

Durung 2012, Ikano is entered its 6th year working in partnership
with iconic British fashion brand Jaeger offering customers a
loyalty programme that delivers real value for both organisations
and Jaeger’s substantial database of loyalty card holders. Ikano
delivers a full management programme including full database
management and providing the technical platform, marketing
strategy, data segmentation and campaign deployment. The loyalty
programme operates a voucher based loyalty programme that
delivers money-off reward vouchers (based on customer spend)
twice a year. In September 2012, these voucher thresholds were
made more rewarding, which make Jaeger’s loyalty programme
the most generous fashion brand loyalty scheme on the high
street today.The objective of these enhancements was to respond
to customer feedback from a survey of a very large number of
programme members by increasing the value of the programme
among its members and increasing programme engagement. Using
a customer centric approach, the results from the survey resulted in
a programme review and a change in the reward model to increase
value for the customer. Lowering spend thresholds has engaged
more customers within the scheme, customers can now earn a
higher rate of rewards with a lower entry level spend.

Shortlist

Shortlist

Nectar: a benchmark for loyalty programmes

Nectar celebrated its 10th birthday with a multi-channel campaign to thank
collectors for their membership – under the banner “Cheers for Ten Years”.

This campaign included promotions at key partners such as Sainsbury’s, BP and
Homebase which offered collectors double or triple points on their shopping,
a TV commercial to support these promotions, as well as a social/PR event in
which the TV comedian Dom Joly toured the UK to personally thank as many of
the UK’s collectors as possible, using ideas supplied by our Facebook community.

TV Advertising

Dom Joly PR activity

Partner promotions

Alior Bank Poland

MasterCard Rewards Programme
builds long term loyalty

Barclaycard

Freedom Rewards card launch

BP Turkey

BP Club Card Programme

House of Fraser

Recognition – the UK’s premier
nationwide department store
reward programme

Magrabi Optical Egypt

PRISM: presenting a rewarding
loyalty card

Market leading reward
voucher thresholds

Sponsor:

My School/My Village/My
Planet South Africa

COOP Italy Italy

Nectar

Growing up milk - trigger

Doing good is good business

Nectar: a benchmark for loyalty
programmes

Pets at Home

Charity linked VIP Rewards
Programme

PrivatBank Ukraine

Save the Planet

Cow & Gate

Dansk Denmark

Shopper cookware promotion

East of England Cooperative Society

Italian glassware promotion

MasterCard Rewards Programme
for World MasterCard cards

Edeka Germany

SUBWAY

Jaeger and Ikano

The SUBCARD 2012 Loyalty
programme

Euro 2012 Smurf Figurines
Market leading reward voucher
thresholds

Metro Russia Russia
Cash & Carry

Narvesen Latvia

Angry Birds shopper loyalty
programme

Orange

Coupon at till strategy at
Sainsbury’s

Plus Netherlands
Long term loyalty
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Best Use of Customer Analytics/Data in
a Loyalty Programme

Best Loyalty Programme Marketing
Campaign of the Year

WINNER

WINNER

Monsoon and Ikano

Coop Sweden

Ikano has worked for number of years in partnership
with UK fashion retailer Monsoon to offer customers
a loyalty programme that delivers value for both
organisations and for loyalty cardholders. Ikano
provides a full management programme including
database management, technical platform,
marketing strategy, data segmentation and
campaign deployment. To optimise the loyalty
programme, Ikano apply a range of qualitative and
quantitative analysis techniques to manage, shape
and refine the scheme, driving value for customers
and maximising return for Monsoon, including: In-Depth Campaign
Analysis - to measure ROI and improve future campaign targeting;
Programme Performance Measurement – to improve customer value
and retention rates; Spatial Analytics – for location specific targeting
and to protect customers in the event of store closures; Customer
Research - to identify customer needs and deliver customer centric
programme enhancements; and Market and Competitor Analysis –
monitoring the loyalty marketplace to ensure continued programme
standout. Customer behaviour is also closely monitored, including
engagement by channel and offer participation throughout the
programme, to ensure customers receive relevant, timely offers by
their channel of choice. By actively listening to customer feedback
and monitoring changes in behaviour, Monsoon are able to adapt
and respond to customers’ changing needs. For example, the
Monsoon mobile loyalty app was launched following customer
feedback, proving an improved customer experience and increased
engagement levels.

Coop is Sweden’s second largest
chain of grocery stores. For more
than 40 years Coop has been
losing ground and market share
”Inga kommentarer.”
to its main competitor ICA and in
recent years new market entrants
have been adding even more to
Coop’s troubles, opening new
stores and investing heavily in
media. The situation had become
critical and Coop was in desperate
need of finding its way back to
is co-operative roots in order to
represent something distinctive
and relevant in the mind of the consumer. For that reason Coop reintroduced a new version of its cashback system in 2011, a loyalty
programme by which members can earn up to 5% in cashback on
their monthly purchases. The programme became an instant hit
among Coop’s three million members and a year after the launch
of the programme Coop had returned one billion Swedish kronor
(€100 million). The “One Billion” campaign aimed to highlight this
fact, thereby attracting new members - knowing that this would
translate into more business. The campaign was in instant success,
more than doubling the normal rate of membership applications,
giving 30% of the audience a more favourable impression of Coop
and generating more than 2.2 million views on YouTube.

Turning customer data into valuable,
actionable insight

One Billion

Sponsor:

COOPÄGARNAS
REKORDBONUS:
EN MILJARD.
Helene Ekström, Umeå

Till skillnad från andra matkedjor är Coop medlemsägt. Alla som har ett Coop MedMera-kort
äger en lika stor del. Och alla som drar kortet när de handlar på Coop får medlemsåterbäring.
Vilket kan ge upp till 5 % tillbaka på allt, från första kronan. Under det senaste året har Coop
delat ut över en miljard kronor i återbäring. Så har du inget MedMera-kort, bli ägare du också!

Highly Commended
eBay and Nectar

Shopping just got better

Shortlist

Shortlist

Boots

Monsoon and Ikano

Carlson Rezidor

Royal Bank of Scotland
Group

Boots recognises everyone shops
their own way at Christmas
Club Carlson customer
insight tailors best practice
communications

Carlson Rezidor

Club Carlson gifts unwrap
engagement for members

DHL

DHL Altitude deliver on loyalty
through incentives

Finish

Yahoo Customer Connect

Turning customer data into
valuable, actionable insight

Delivering a positive ROI and
customer experience through
statistical analysis

Air Miles Middle East UAE

Plus Netherlands

British Airways

REWE Germany

COOP Italy Italy

SUBWAY Germany

Coop Sweden

Virgin Atlantic

11th Birthday Campaign

Executive Club Mosaic Acquisition
Save the Planet
One Billion

eBay and Nectar

Shopping just got better

Pick ‘n Pay South Africa
Willy Wonka’s Golden Ticket

Long term loyalty

Euro 2012 Trading Card Collection
Scan and Winplosion!

Flying Club’s most lucrative offer
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Best New Loyalty Programme of the
Year

Outstanding Contribution to the
Loyalty Industry

WINNER

WINNER

Applegreen Ireland

Sir Keith Mills

We’ve truckloads of
big treats and little thanks

Petrogas Group, trading as
Applegreen, is the largest Irish
independent forecourt operator.
In 2011’s recessionary marketplace,
Applegreen recognised the need to
reward loyal customers, therefore
safeguarding their business in both
the long and short term. There
was also a need to build a communications platform to better
understand and meet customers’ needs. Applegreen Rewards
launched in January 2012, the first of its kind in the Irish forecourt
industry. At its foundations was a collector mentality points based
platform; one point per litre of fuel and four points per euro spent
in the shop, which also encouraged customers towards higher
margin shop sales. From launch, customers registered themselves
primarily via Applegreen through a customer care phone line or an
in-store form. A website was developed for customers to register,
check their points and transaction history and redeem rewards via
either a computer or phone. Points could be traded for experiential
rewards, gift cards, and charity donations or would be converted
into cash vouchers annually for the most loyal customers. There
was also an immediate customer gratification through in-store
savings across a range of products, and monthly competitions.
The programme resulted in the recruitment of more than 170,000
registered and active members. Loyalty sales as a percentage of
total company sales has grown from 7% in January 2012 to 30% in
December 2012.
Sponsor:

Highly Commended
Pets at Home

Charity linked VIP Rewards Programme

Shortlist
Applegreen Ireland

We’ve truckloads of big treats and
little thanks

Asda & LaSer UK

Asda Money Credit Card

Beefeater

Beefeater Grill Reward Club

eBay and Nectar

Shopping just got better

Edeka Germany

Euro 2012 Smurf Figurines

Orange

Fun Finder: the new loyalty
programme powered by Last
Second Tickets

Pets at Home

Charity linked VIP Rewards
Programme

REWE Germany

Euro 2012 Trading Card Collection

Turkcell Turkey
Yellow Box

This year’s winner of the award for
Outstanding Contribution to the
Loyalty Industry, Sir Keith Mills, has
the ability to think outside the box
in order to maximise a good idea.
His first attempt at coalition loyalty,
scribbled on the back of a envelope
on a train journey, resulted in Air
Miles, now Avios UK. A later idea
of his was the Nectar multi retailer
loyalty programme that continues
to grow and develop in an increasing
number of markets. Both are
testament to his ability to convince disparate organisations to
work together and either would probably have been enough on
their own to warrant this award. However Sir Keith does not rest
on his laurels!
He was a major player in the successful bid to bring the 2012
Olympic Games to London and works still as deputy chairman of
the Olympic Governing body, which carried off such an incredible
achievement for the athletes, the spectators and for the country. It
brought in the era of volunteering for the common good, and awoke
a massive feeling of loyalty among all those who participated.
Knighted for his services to his country, he continues to explore
ways in which sport can be used to better the lives of young
people, through the charities Sported and International
Inspiration. He also works to use his considerable marketing skills
to assist sporting organisations.
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Best Loyalty Programme of the Year:
Central and Eastern Europe

Best Loyalty Programme of the year:
middle east and africa

WINNER

WINNER

Life Belarus

Ooredoo Qatar

MyLife is a loyalty program
launched late May 2012 by the
youngest and most dynamic
Belarusian mobile operator
Life. It achieved big success
very quickly – 11% of the entire
subscribers’ base by the end
of 2012 – through precise
positioning and targeting
and through offering a wide
range of attractive benefits.
In the Belarusian market – no
other GSM operator is doing
anything similar. The programme offers its members a wide spectrum
of highly attractive offers – discounts at popular vendors, special trips
to the shows of world stars or sporting events,“2 for 1” programs at
cinema theatres and eateries and educational programs including
financial credits for education with advantageous conditions. It is an
open, simple and transparent idea. Membership is not affected by the
state of subscriber’s balance or length of history with the operator.
The programme has been very successful through special attention
to regional activities, outside metropolitan areas: more than 60% of
members live in small towns. It has also achieved success through
wide use of social networks. Membership of programme participants
in corresponding Facebook and VK groups is almost 1.5 times higher
in comparison to another operators. Life are now the market leaders
with more 50% market share.

Based in Qatar, Ooredoo
operates in a competitive mobile
communications market. It
launched its Nojoom reward
programme in 2009 to thank
customers for their loyalty. Nojoom
provides points for customers
every time they spend on Ooredoo
services, whether through making
a phone call, sending a sms, surfing
the internet, watching Mozaic TV,
or using QNB Ooredoo Nojoom
Credit Card or spending at any of
Nojoom’s earning partners. Nojoom
customers can redeem or earn
points at more than 130 partners, in Qatar and worldwide, including
major hotels and malls, in addition to a selection of dining and fine
dining destinations, travel agencies and hotels, which each offer
Nojoom Points across their retailers. Since its launch, the number of
Nojoom partners has doubled, delivering several key market firsts
for Ooredoo, driving engagement in Nojoom and strengthening the
brand as the leading loyalty product in Qatar. These firsts include
using customer data (obtained through customer quizzes and
competitions) to give customers relevant and bespoke promotional
offers and evolving the Ooredoo Nojoom rewards programme into
an Earn and Redeem Loyalty programme across the key associated
partners. It has also achieved another significant first for a reward
programme, the launch of the first co-branded credit card with
a major Middle East bank and first grocery partner. Customer
satisfaction level with the programme has increased by 33% since
launch, making the program one of Ooredoo’s most appreciated
sub-brands. The programme has close to 50% percent market
penetration in its local markets.

My Life subscribers club

Nojoom customer
reward programme

Sponsor:

100, 20, 0, 40

Shortlist

Shortlist

Life Belarus

Air Miles Middle East UAE

My Life subscribers club

L’Occitane Russia

New CRM Strategy and Platforms

A rewarding 2013 on Air Miles
campaign

Magrabi Optical Egypt

Metro Russia Russia

PRISM: presenting a rewarding
loyalty card

PrivatBank Ukraine

My School/My Village/My
Planet South Africa

Cash & Carry

MasterCard Rewards programme
for World MasterCard cards

Doing good is good business

Pick ‘n Pay South Africa
Smart shopper rewards
programme

Ooredoo Qatar

Nojoom customer reward
programme
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Best Loyalty Programme of the Year:
European Union and Turkey

Best Loyalty Programme of the Year:
Pan-EMEA

WINNER

WINNER

Nectar

Avios

A benchmark for
loyalty programmes

In September 2012 the UK’s
largest loyalty programme
Nectar celebrated its 10th
birthday, at the end of a year
operating within a difficult
economic climate during
which the programme went
from strength to strength
with a record 19 million active
collectors, customer satisfaction
at its highest ever and a Net
Promoter Score that grew 53%
to +28 in the year to November
2012. During 2012, Nectar
aimed to achieve the following
objectives: renew all existing client partnerships up for review,
engage customers through a campaign to celebrate its 10th
birthday and strengthen its proposition through the launch of
significant new partnerships. The first objective was achieved
through the renewal of every partnership up for review in 2012
which included anchor partners Sainsbury’s and BP along with
American Express, Ford, Vision Express, Viking and Brakes. The
‘Cheers for 10 years’ campaign to celebrate its 10th birthday
thanked cardholders through a multi-channel, multi-partner
marketing campaign which aimed to increase customers’
engagement by boosting their points balances, whilst at the
same time delivering commercial benefits to partners. Finally to
recognise the shift in how customers are shopping online, Nectar
launched a strategic new partnership with the UK’s largest
online marketplace, eBay, on 15th October 2012. Within the first
three months of the partnership more than two million Nectar
accounts were linked with eBay.
Nectar celebrated its 10th birthday with a multi-channel campaign to thank
collectors for their membership – under the banner “Cheers for Ten Years”.

This campaign included promotions at key partners such as Sainsbury’s, BP and
Homebase which offered collectors double or triple points on their shopping,
a TV commercial to support these promotions, as well as a social/PR event in
which the TV comedian Dom Joly toured the UK to personally thank as many of
the UK’s collectors as possible, using ideas supplied by our Facebook community.

TV Advertising

NEW FAMILY MEMBER
Bucket of paint 132 Avios
Four-wheeler 3750 Avios
Breast pump 297 Avios
A comforting friend 135 Avios
First steps 110 Avios
A place for dreaming 390 Avios
TOTAL: 5 2 8 6 AVIOS

Dom Joly PR activity

Partner promotions

BUY > COLLECT > FLY
Sign up for the new travel rewards programme from

In August 2011, British Airways announced changes to their
existing Executive Club programme to maximise integration
from the merger with the Spanish airline, Iberia, and this
resulted in the creation of Avios points to replace the old BA
Miles. This change required careful management to offset
negative comments about the devaluation of the existing miles
programme without jeopardising customer loyalty and this was
achieved overall without significant loss of customer goodwill.
The key objective for Avios in 2012 was to establish the Avios
brand through an integrated multi-channel marketing campaign
designed to inform, intrigue, acquire and build the customer
base. Channels included direct mail designed to inform existing
customers of the changes and TV, digital, press and outdoor
advertising using the strapline “Anything Can Fly” to intrigue
existing and new customers and drive web visits. The success of
the strategy was demonstrated by double-digit annual growth
of collection across all key partners including American Express,
Tesco and Shell despite challenging economic conditions and by
increased redemption levels which saw 4.8 billion more Avios
points redeemed in 2012 than the equivalent redemptions for
2011. In addition, the communications programme resulted in an
increase of 116% year-on-year in the number of new joiners.

Shortlist

Shortlist

American Express

Avios
Baltic Miles
British Airways
Etihad Airways
PointsPay

Sync on foursquare

Monsoon and Ikano

Turning customer data into
valuable, actionable insight

Nectar

A benchmark for loyalty
programmes

O2

Priority Moments

Turkcell Turkey
Gencaver

.com anything can fly
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Loyalty Magazine

Subscribe TODAY for unparalleled insight into the Loyalty business
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Daily news service at
www.loyaltymagazine.com and
weekly email headline alert...
Three glossy Loyalty Magazines
a year with analysis of the
products and new programmes
tipped to be game changers...
Subscribe TODAY and stay
engaged for a full 12 months
for just £98!

• Access to the daily news service at
www.loyaltymagazine.com
• A weekly email headline alert
• Regular reports, industry data, comment,
book reviews and in depth person to person
interviews
• 3 issues a year of the Loyalty Magazine
glossy magazine

FAX BACK TODAY: +44 (0)1572 820099
Or subscribe online at www.loyaltymagazine.com
Queries? Call our subscription department on

TEL +44 (0)1572 820088

Please register my annual subscription to Loyalty Magazine Price: £98 per annum
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We give our
warmest congratulations
to all the winners of The Loyalty
Awards 2013.

Shortlist

No business can exist without customers, but the science
of understanding and responding to customer needs and
requirements is challenging. The people and companies
featured in this supplement are at the
top of their game and
Shortlist
we salute them.
Don’t miss the Winners Edition of Loyalty Magazine which will
contain a full report of the night that will be packed full of
photographs – both of the winners collecting their prizes, and
of attendees on the night.
For more information and to subscribe, go to:
www.loyaltymagazine.com
or call our subscriptions department on +44 (0)1572 820088
Pictures and video of the event will also be posted online at:
www.theloyaltyawards.com

